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For more than two decades, semiconductor technology research at Tampere University (TAU) has been instru-

mental for developing advanced laser technologies addressing a broad range of applications in industrial man-

ufacturing, optical communication, sensing, imaging, and more recently quantum technology. While many of 

the developments have targeted scientific breakthrough at an early stage, a very important aspect of the aca-

demic work has been the search for technology differentiation matching the needs of emerging applications. 

This position has enabled comprehensive development programs, ultimately resulting in technology transfer, 

and establishing leading industrial expertise in the Tampere “laser valley”. From this general perspective, the 

commercial laser technology platforms developed by Picophotonics Oy and Vexlum Oy, the most recent spin-

offs from the Optoelectronics Research Centre [1] group at TAU, are introduced. Key technology differentia-

tors and their relevance for emerging applications are discussed. The important role of R2B Business Finland 

programs in promoting technology transfer and supporting academic-driven entrepreneurship is also discussed.  

Picophotonics Q-Switched micro-chip laser platform address the needs for compact and cost-effective high 

energy pulsed laser sources [2]. The differentiation comes via the use of semiconductor saturable absorber 

mirror (SESAM) technology enabling new parameters range that position between the features covered by 

complex mode-locked laser systems and traditional low repetition rate Q-Switched lasers. Current application 

areas are Raman spectroscopy, eye-safe range-finding, LIDAR, and photoacoustic microscopy.  

Vexlum lasers are based on the vertical external-cavity surface-emitting laser (VECSEL) technology, which 

is the most versatile continuous-wave laser platform combining benefits in wavelength tailoring, beam quality, 

cost, and usability [3]. The first product line addresses the need for practical single-frequency laser systems in 

quantum technology applications, such as atom/ion-based quantum computing and atomic clocks. Vexlum's 

unique laser offering originates from a comprehensive knowledge in epitaxy, optoelectronics processes, and 

laser systems engineering. 

 

1. https://research.tuni.fi/orc/ 

2. https://picophotonics.com/ 

3. https://vexlum.com/ 
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